Diversity and catalytic potential of PAH-specific ring-hydroxylating dioxygenases from a hydrocarbon-contaminated soil.
Ring-hydroxylating dioxygenases (RHDs) catalyze the initial oxidation step of a range of aromatic hydrocarbons including polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). As such, they play a key role in the bacterial degradation of these pollutants in soil. Several polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-based methods have been implemented to assess the diversity of RHDs in soil, allowing limited sequence-based predictions on RHD function. In the present study, we developed a method for the isolation of PAH-specific RHD gene sequences of Gram-negative bacteria, and for analysis of their catalytic function. The genomic DNA of soil PAH degraders was labeled in situ by stable isotope probing, then used to PCR amplify sequences specifying the catalytic domain of RHDs. Sequences obtained fell into five clusters phylogenetically linked to RHDs from either Sphingomonadales or Burkholderiales. However, two clusters comprised sequences distantly related to known RHDs. Some of these sequences were cloned in-frame in place of the corresponding region of the phnAIa gene from Sphingomonas CHY-1 to generate hybrid genes, which were expressed in Escherichia. coli as chimerical enzyme complexes. Some of the RHD chimeras were found to be competent in the oxidation of two- and three-ring PAHs, but other appeared unstable. Our data are interpreted in structural terms based on 3D modeling of the catalytic subunit of hybrid RHDs. The strategy described herein might be useful for exploring the catalytic potential of the soil metagenome and recruit RHDs with new activities from uncultured soil bacteria.